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Managing the Water-Food-Energy Nexus

  

With continuing population growth, rising energy demand and the growing impact of climate change, the
water-food-energy nexus is rapidly becoming a central concern for the world, and first and foremost for Africa.

How can African governments and businesses work across boundaries to ensure that the water-food-energy
bottleneck is turned into a sustainable growth and development opportunity?

This session will be webcast live and is on the record. 

Key Points
• Water is central to socio-economic development in Africa, yet the limited resources are being threatened by rapid
population expansion and pollution
• Given water’s increasing scarcity, wars of the future might well be fought over water
• Only about 7% of agricultural land in Africa is irrigated, with the rest being rain fed. This results in an ongoing
cycle of drought and plenty that results in humanitarian crises, low agricultural productivity and food and energy
insecurity
• The water, food and energy development sectors each need to be “detribalized” to facilitate greater interactions
between them in the search for solutions
• The size and complexity of large water schemes is going to require cross-border cooperation
• Africa’s women stand at the water-food-energy nexus as they are very often water collectors, food preparers and
fuel gatherers

Synopsis
Droughts, climate change and a failure to manage water resources well will mean a halving in Africa’s food
production by 2020, according to the United Nations. This assessment highlights the urgent need to protect
resources, develop water schemes and use water efficiently. About 60% of fresh water in Africa is used for
irrigation, and this can be considerably reduced by the use of efficiency technologies. These technology
applications are most likely to come through public-private partnerships, with government providing the enabling
environment and the private sector the expertise.

The future of scarce water resource allocation is a politically charged issue. Whether water is regarded as a social
right or not, and whether people should pay for it, will come increasingly into public debate. Arguments will be
based on factors that include the socio-economic conditions in various countries and their prevailing political
climates. Water is already a source of conflict in some parts of the world. African leaders have recognized the
dangers and are discussing ways to unite countries and regions of the continent around water conservation and
sharing before conflicts can develop.

Statistics concerning water, agriculture and energy in Africa highlight the need for a more focused approach to the
nexus. Biotechnology offers some answers in drought-tolerant maize and crop strains with shorter growing cycles
to fit into rainy seasons. In the supply chain sphere, technology can also improve productivity. For example, 40% of
crops on the continent are lost to weed competition and insects and animals, while about 15% is lost in
transportation and storage. While southern African countries committed themselves some time ago to using 10% of
their national budgets for agriculture, so far the figure for the region is just 5% (the average in India is 15%). About
70% of Africa’s people are engaged in agricultural activity, producing 40-60% of GDP; yet, only 2-3% of commercial
bank loans are granted to farmers. Much of this hesitancy is the result of uncertainties about crop failures due to
wild rainfall fluctuations. Some non-governmental organizations have developed credit guarantees and insurance
schemes based on farmers sharing risk, but these need refinement and greater scale.

It is clear that governments must take the lead in developing new large water schemes ‒ because of both the scale
of such projects and their socio-economic benefits for populations as a whole ‒ though private sector involvement
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is possible in many areas. The need for regional cooperation in all water management is obvious given that
resource flows inevitably cross borders and the high costs of financing new initiatives.

Former South African President Nelson Mandela tells a story that well illustrates how Africa’s women symbolize
how important it is to understand the water-food-energy nexus. When he came across rural women collecting mud
near his home village he asked what they were doing. The answer was that there was no clean water to be had in
the vicinity and they were hoping to extract some from the mud through a settling process. These precious drops
wrung from the earth were vital to the existence of their families.

James Collins Jr, President, DuPont Crop Protection, DuPont, USA
Xolani H. Mkhwanazi, Chairman, BHP Billiton, South Africa
Namanga Ngongi, President, Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA), Kenya; Global Agenda Council on
Food Security
Sheila Sisulu, Deputy Executive Director, United Nations World Food Programme (WFP), Rome
Buyelwa Patience Sonjica, Minister of Water and Environmental Affairs of South Africa

Moderated by
Andrew Rugasira, Chief Executive Officer, Good African Coffee, Uganda; Young Global Leader

Disclosures
This summary was prepared by Mike Moon. The views expressed are those of certain participants in the discussion
and do not necessarily reflect the views of all participants or of the World Economic Forum.
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